CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
Sign up for Judging of the Construction

Please fill out one form for all construction judging. Entries are due to the Extension Office by July 3, 2019.

NAME _______________________________ AGE (JAN.1) __________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________ YEARS IN 4-H ______________________

CLUB NAME ________________________________

CLASS 
1. ____ 3998 Age Division: 7-8 year old – Constructed Item
2. ____ 4000 Age Division: 9-11 year old – Constructed Item
3. ____ 4002 Age Division: 12-14 year old – Constructed Item
4. ____ 4004 Age Division: 15-18 year old – Constructed Item

# of articles to be judged during construction consultation judging (Limit 5 items) __________

Item #1 - Type of garment ________________________________
            Kind of Fabric (Example 100% Wool) ________________________________

Item #2 - Type of garment ________________________________
            Kind of Fabric (Example 100% Wool) ________________________________

Item #3 - Type of garment ________________________________
            Kind of Fabric (Example 100% Wool) ________________________________

Item #4 - Type of garment ________________________________
            Kind of Fabric (Example 100% Wool) ________________________________

Item #5 - Type of garment ________________________________
            Kind of Fabric (Example 100% Wool) ________________________________